[Reprocessing validation of angiographic cardiac catheters: an evaluation of the functionality and integrity].
The objective of this study was to validate the reprocessing of angiographic cardiac catheters regarding their characteristics of mechanical functionality and the molecular and micro-structural integrity of the polymeric chain.This is an experimental, applied, comparative and controlled study. A simulation set was built for a left coronary angiography in order to simulate mechanical and biological stress in the catheters. Traction tests were performed for the functionality and the integrity was tested through Infrared Spectrometry and Scanning Electronic Microscopy. The study evidenced a tendency to an increase in rigidity at every increment of the reprocessing number (p < 0.05). The changes in the mechanical properties and molecular structures of the polymers were more evident as of the fifth reprocessing. Micrographies revealed an increase in rugosity as of the forth reprocessing. The results of this study may contribute to the elaboration of reprocessing protocols and a systematic surveillance of the reutilization of single use materials, not only due to their economical relevance, but especially from the ethical, legal, biological, functional and care point of view.